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Against
the odds
After a horror quad bike crash left her body shattered, Amy Aquilini has
retrained her brain, released herself from a victimhood mindset and is
shining her positive light on the world regardless of her daily struggles.

IGHT years ago Amy Aquilini lay
unconscious and alone.
Her body mangled – 38 broken
bones (including her jaw),
multiple ruptured internal organs
and a traumatic brain injury. Two
hours later a truck driver spotted the faint light
of her quad bike headlight through the thick fog.
Medical help was on its way – but it was still
too early to tell if she would make it.
At first it was the little milestones – surviving
the trip hospital, surviving the flight to
Townsville, a small wave of her hand which gave
her family hope.
Doctors warned that Amy would never
return to a semblance of “normal” life, later they
warned that children may not be in her future.
But Amy has never been one to listen.
The self-confessed wild child not only
surpassed doctor’s expectations but smashed
them out of the park.
Her brave journey from intensive care to
inspirational woman is detailed in her debut
book, Strong, a memoir she penned after she
tried writing to help retrain her brain.
“Back in 2015 I started writing as a way to
help me retrain my brain so that I could
communicate more efficiently,” Amy said.
“It only took me eight months to put Strong
together from start to finish with all of the notes
I had laying around in my office. I guess I had to
grow through what I was going through before
everything seemed to fall into place and Strong
could be born.”
Strong tells the story of what it took for Amy
to rebuild her life after riding her quad bike into
a tree on the outskirts of Ingham in September
2013 – something she has no memory of.
The crash has resulted in an ongoing
traumatic brain injury and limited use of her
right arm. But Amy has pushed through to
become a mother, author and inspirational
speaker.
“Before my injury I was a full of life young
adult who loved the outdoors and being on the
go,” she said. “Spending time with mates was
what I lived for, creating memories by planning
and executing some pretty epic adventures kept
me on the go constantly. I worked a 9-5 job as a
legal secretary at a local law firm where I even
considered going to university to study law. I
wasn’t one for listening to people’s advice before
my accident which wasn’t such a bad thing
because it most definitely played a major part in
my survival journey and is a big reason in why
I’m still here.
“After I was stabilised by the medical team at
Ingham Hospital’s emergency department, I
was helicoptered to the Townsville general
hospital where they could provide better
medical care. I had a Glasgow Coma Scale Score
of three, the most severe score on that scale. I
was completely unresponsive.”
Amy spent more than two weeks in the
Intensive Care Unit, two months in the surgical
wards and more than a year in the rehabilitation
ward – she had to completely retrain her brain.
“I had to learn even the most simplest of
tasks we do that most people take for granted,
things like eating, walking, talking and basic
personal hygiene care,” she said.
“It wasn’t easy, I threw a lot of tantrums due
to frustration but never once did I say ‘Why
me?’.”
In the early days, Amy found it difficult to
manage her emotions and anger. Everyday
there was something else she had to learn.
“I’m still learning,” she said.
But now she has the added incentive of her
two little boys.
“I’m also trying to build a business for my
family to allow us to live a life with choices,” she
said.
“I still face many challenges everyday, even
though I try my hardest to be a positive ray of
sunshine.

… what matters is
the choices we make
TODAY. I’m a very
big believer in that.
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“My short term memory has made it
extremely hard to move forward as staying
consistent is one of my biggest challenges.
“Throughout my struggle, I was always
determined that I was going to be a mum so I
went on to have children, even though my
medical team were unsure if it was a good idea,
and now spend my time striving to be the best
mum I can be so that I can provide an
adventurous and quality lifestyle and let my
boys know that they can achieve anything they
set their minds to.
“My determination has helped me to break
through barriers that were quite difficult to
overcome and now I set out everyday to be the
change I wish to see in the world.”
Amy likes to point out she is not a victim, she
is a survivor and hopes her story will inspire
others to create the change they long for.
“I would love for my readers to learn to
believe in themselves wholeheartedly. To
understand that it does not matter what we have
done in our lives or where we come from, what
matters is the choices we make TODAY. I’m a
very big believer in that,” she said.
“Since my accident, I have moments where
my short term memory completely escapes me
and I choke up. I used to get really embarrassed
by it, but now I have come to accept that
memory problems are part of my life and my life
seems to be changing for the better since I came
to that realisation.”
Amy said the hardest part of the book to
write was chapter 7 – Stay patient and trust your
journey.
“I used to be the most impatient person I
knew walking this earth! And to trust your
journey, trust that God or the universe or
whoever you believe in – the BMX gods –
whoever, has a plan for you, for your life and
that everything will be OK is the process I found
the most difficult to hand over all control of,”
she said.
“Because my short term memory was so
severely affected when I had the accident, I will
be OK with the entire process of letting go and
trusting that everything will be just fine then I
wake up one morning a few weeks down the
track, my anxiety will be through the roof and I
start having a meltdown because I feel as if there
is no way I will ever be able to create financial
stability for my family.
“Writing/blogging has helped me rebuild the
cognitive part of my brain and has helped me to
better communicate with others. I have found it
extremely difficult to have a constructive
conversation with those close to me. My go-to
response was always to blow up in anger, which
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wasn’t anything new after my accident – it just
amplified tenfold.
“Most of my anger was brought on because I
knew what I wanted to say, but I couldn’t
express it in words.
“I still struggle with my communication daily,
but it’s like any of my other struggles I have
overcome in the last eight years – If I push
through and keep trying I will eventually better
my communication skills.
“It took me a long time, close to eight years
before I had a handle of my short fuse and anger
problems. My mental health is a daily struggle
for me to keep a handle of but I have learnt ways
to counteract the way I’m feeling and where my
thoughts take me so that I can function. I’m a bit
socially awkward now, but that doesn’t stop me
because I have broken away from worrying
about what other people think of me.
“Panic attacks are something I have had to
get used to.
“When it comes to my physical appearance,
unless people take notice, more times than not
they think I have just hurt my arm.
“Unfortunately I suffered a severe Brachial
Plexus Injury to my right arm and because of
the lack of movement, all of the muscles in my
arm have wasted away. Before I became a fitness
freak, my balance was severely impaired and
walking down stairs was extremely dangerous.
“The harder I pushed myself at the gym, the
more improvements I would see each week. It
became an addiction where I had to eat the right
foods at the right time of the day, train to target
my body goals and my overall endurance, it was
pretty intense.
“Chronic pain that is brought on from my
irreversible injuries is now a part of my daily life.
Any physical activity helps and the harder I
push myself the more of a non-issue my chronic
pain becomes. At the end of the day I will do
whatever I have to do to function the best I
possibly can.
“I suffered post traumatic amnesia
immediately after my accident so it was months
before I retained any memories. The first
memory I hold from my hospital journey was
months later after I had been transferred into
the rehabilitation ward and had been there for a
week or so. Eight years on and I still suffer short
term memory loss.
“Our family motto is if you want to play hard
you have to work hard so I did what I had to do
to get myself better enough to enter the real
world again. There were many tantrums had
and cuss words said along the way.
“Having an AH-MAZING team of
physiotherapists, occupational therapists,

ABOVE: Amy on her journey
to recovery; Amy and her
family at the launch of
Strong; Amy in her hospital
bed.
BELOW: A small wave was
enough to give Amy’s family
hope that she would pull
through; Amy speaks at the
launch of Strong.
FAR LEFT: Author Amy
Aquilini. Picture: Shae
Beplate.

speech pathologists and doctors behind me
made the process bearable, and having my
immediate family there with me (even though
my demons I was dealing with from my accident
made life unpleasant for those around me more
times than not) made my hospital journey much
easier. It was a roller coaster ride with many ups
and downs. I spent three to four hours a day in
therapy and after that I would sleep for hours as
I would become easily fatigued in the early
stages after my injury.
“I still, at times, fatigue quite easily and need
to rest for a period of time which can trigger my
depression.
“The more I work with my right arm, the
stronger it is becoming. It will never be a fully
functioning arm again but like anything else in
my life I’m willing to push it to the limits to see
what is capable. I’m sure there will be some kind
of operation they can perform eventually, just
look at the medical advances that are happening
around the world.”
While Amy’s life has been changed
immeasurably by the crash, she said many of the
changes have been positive
“It gave me the opportunity to retrain my
brain so that I could rebuild my life in a more
positive way,” she said.
“I think about how much of a struggle it is to
maintain my mental health daily even though I
try and see the good in everything. Imagine if I
was overcome by my depression, unable to even
think about doing anything constructive with
my life – there’s every chance I wouldn’t still be
walking this earth.
“Now I push myself everyday to become the
best person I possibly can. When all is said and
done I want my boys to grow up knowing their
mum tried to change the world to make it a
better place for them and future generations.
“My skyrocketed self-development has
allowed me to become more resilient to
situations now, situations that before would
cause me to have a complete meltdown.
“I still have the occasional meltdown, but
now they are few and far between. It has also
allowed me to appreciate myself more, helped
me realise how far I have come in my recovery
journey and helped me to more easily accept
changes that occur in my life and around me.”
Amy said living through a near death
accident had taught her she is much stronger
than she gives herself credit for.
“It has taught me to let go of all situations
that aren’t serving me in a positive way, this is
something I should work on more but I try my
best,” she said.
“Now I am much more grateful for
everything in my life than I ever was before. I
have become much more in touch with my
spirituality and so much more aware of myself
and the world around me.
“Becoming a mother has taught me to have
patience … I was definitely in the negative when
it came to patience pre-accident – I wanted
everything done the day before yesterday.
“It has made me realise what truly matters
and what doesn’t deserve your attention. The
most enjoyable part of being a mum is having
my boys as a daily inspiration to be the best
mum I can be. I love the random questions that
we shouldn’t laugh at but can bring a tear to
your eye because you’re laughing so hard on the
inside.”
When it comes to her brain injury, Amy said
she finds it best to just push through.
“I find it easiest when I don’t think of my
struggles, I just get on with doing whatever has
to be done that day. If it means I need to nap at
lunchtime – I do that. If it means I can’t possibly
clean up the kitchen after dinner – I don’t.
Tomorrow is another day, and tomorrow if I feel
as if I can run a marathon – I do,” she said.
“I’m my own worst enemy like that, with
pushing myself way too hard until I burn out.
The hardest part of having a traumatic brain
injury was being honest with myself about my
mental health issues and realising that the way I
am feeling about a situation may have nothing
to do with the situation at all – sometimes it’s all
in my head.”
Amy said through it all, she was blessed to be
surrounded by the wonderful community of
Hinchinbrook.
“I love the closeness of the community and
how the whole town comes together when
tragedy strikes, I think that’s so special – which
my family saw and I later heard of after I had my
own personal experience, but I’ve seen it so
many times in our community.”

